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the history of paranjani devi is written in the second section. the history of paranjani devi began in the year 1620. in this section, the history of ayyappan, sri santhigiri
and tirumala is explained. the history of santhigiri began in the year 1853. the history of paranjani devi’s journey began in the year 1907. this site also has the history
of paranjani devi’s temple. there are two things that were written in the year 1907. one is the history of ayyappan. the other is the history of ayyappan’s temple. in the
history of paranjani devi’s temple, the history of ayyappan, santhigiri, and tirumala is explained. the history of ayyappan is written in the second section. the history of
paranjani devi’s temple began in the year 1907. the history of ayyappan, santhigiri, and tirumala is explained in the second section. in the year 1907, a police officer

named ayyappan was murdered in paranjani. ayyappan was killed by a person named santhigiri. santhigiri was killed by a person named tirumala. this is the history of
ayyappan. sri.v.gopal murthy hails from udupi, karnataka. he studied shastra, vedanta and tantra at anandamayi ma, new delhi, and completed his matriculation in
1985. he has a b.ed degree from nipuna college of engineering, bangalore. he has been serving as a priest at ayyappa temple for over 30 years. he has successfully
managed all the professional aspects of the temple administration as well as the religious functions. he has been a manager for the temple management committee

since 2008. he has a vision to explore the depth of the ayyappa temple and its mysticism. he is fluent in kannada, telugu and tamil.
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